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This project involved writing a curriculum guide for
grades kindergarten through six in the area of mathematics.
This guide was developed using a cooperative approach
including small groups of teachers representing several
grade levels, as well as, the entire teaching staff.

The

process of developing the guide was important to this study
as was the mathematics guide itself.

Teachers were involved

in selection of a mathematics curriculum, implementing the
curriculum, evaluating and adapting the curriculum after one
year of use, and writing the guide to accompany the program.
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CHAPTER l

Introduction

Curriculum in the school setting is not a static tool.
Today, information is changing at an accelerating pace.

The

school is designed not only to keep up with this rapidly
accumulating wealth of information, but als0 to impact that
information to children in such a way that they are able to
use the information effectively.
Curriculum selection at West Side Christian School,
Yakima, WA, has been made in the past by a few members of
the school board, the administrator, and a few teachers.
Some selection shave been positive while others have not.
The mathematics curriculum was one of those areas in which
teachers were less than pleased.

Approval was given for

review and possible selection of a new mathematics
curriculum.
Method of Study
The method picked for evaluation and selection of the
mathematics curriculum was a cooperative approach.

This

style offered the dual prospects: (1) that the best product
would be selected because of the professional expertise, and
(2) that the choice would be supported by the teachers
because of their involvement.
1
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Significance of the Study
This procedure is significant because it should lead to
a better mathematics program than the one currently in use.
The end product of this process is the development of a
curriculum guide to be used by teachers, administrators, and
parents.
people.

This guide would give direction to these groups of
Furthermore, the guide would grow out of the

process, not just out of the curriculum.
Assumption of Study
The one basic assumption with this project is that the
group will make a better decision than a smaller group or an
individual.

This assumption will be assessed by the

evaluation of the program after one year of usage.
Limitations of Study
Limitations of this process have to do with the
interest and time commitment of the group involved.

First,

teachers are very busy with teaching and often do not have
the time or interest to get involved in another time
consuming project.

A second limitation is that the types of

curricular material available are limited.

It would be

ideal to design a mathematics curriculum based on the needs
and desires of the individual school setting.

However,

without a person or group of persons committed to that task,
this project is limited to the published curriculum
materials which were chosen to review and to evaluate.
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Definition of Terms
For this project, terms are defined as follows:
Cooperative Learning.

"Students (people) work together

to accomplish shared goals" (Johnson

&

Johnson, 1984).

This

approach will be used with the curriculum committee and all
elementary teachers in order to select a mathematics program
where the goal will be acceptable to the entire group.
Curriculum.

"A fixed set of studies within a

discipline" (Webster, 1974).
Curriculum Guide.

Collected materials which enable

teachers to provide a full spectrum of opportunities for
students to master mathematical concepts and processes"
(ISD#709, 1984).

Curriculum Development Model.

"A linear and rational

approach to designing a program of study" (Hunkins, 1985).
Without the use of a model, curriculum development can
become disjointed and ineffective.
Curriculum Committee.

Select group of administration,

three teachers, elementary coordinator, one parent, and one
school board member.
Overview of Study
The study encompassed a two year span of time.

The

first year involved study of mathematics including the
history of mathematics, current trends, and mathematics of
the future.

The year also involved the selection of the
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small group team.

This team developed the procedure for

curriculum selection, data collection, and rating standards.
The large group ended the first year with the final
selection of the mathematics program.
The mathematics program was implemented the second
year.

The program was evaluated during that year.

Each

month, time was spent looking at the program in areas of
strengths and weaknesses.

From these evaluations, the

program was revised to fit the individual needs of the
school.

Finally, a curriculum guide was written.

CHAPTER 2

Review of Literature

Mathematics
Mathematics has undergone dramatic changes in the last
several years.

"These changes have occurred due to

disappointing reports about achievement of students"
(Carpenter, Matthews,

&

Linquist, 1984).

Educators are also

concerned with preparing students for the challenges that
will face them in a rapidly changing society.

Mathematics

technology has become an essential ingredient in the
education of all Americans.

The latest shift in teaching

mathematics has been from the "back to the basics drill and
rote orientation to that of problem solving and critical
thinking'' (Romberg, 1984).
"For the purpose of teaching mathematics, learning is
divided into informal and formal knowledge" (Kaplan,
Yamamoto,

&

Ginsburg, 1989).

Students enter school with

informal mathematics knowledge.

It is this knowledge which

makes sense of mathematical concepts and forms the
foundation for learning the formal knowledge.

Kaplan,

Yamamoto, and Ginsburg state " .•. for many children, formal
school mathematics is meaningless."

Children believe that

mathematics is quickly getting the right answer without much
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thought.

Conversely, they state " .•. children do not need to

have fast and accurate knowledge of basic number
combinations.

Instead, they should see that numbers make

sense and thinking through a process is more important than
the rote memorization of a skill."
With these issues in mind, the mathematics curriculum
today takes a different focus than did mathematics in the
past.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

identifies five broad goals required to meet the above
mentioned needs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

to
to
to
to
to

These goals are:

value mathematics
reason mathematically
communicate mathematically
solve problems
develop confidence (Reston, 1989).

In order to achieve these goals, teachers shouldz
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

raise expectations
increase breadth
use calculators
engage students
encourage teamwork
access objectives
require mathematics
stimulate creativity
reduce fragmentation
require writing
encourage discussion (Reston, 1989).

These actions encourage group and team work.

They no

longer rely upon the individual for product outcomes.

The

mind is used not just as a storage house to retain and
recall facts, but is used to process and use information in
order to discover more information.
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Curriculum Development Model
Curriculum decisions can be made in a variety of ways.
Depending on the size and complexity of the problem, some
procedures for decision making are better than others.
A model for development of the mathematics program was
selected after viewing several varieties of models.
models were similar with but minor differences.

All

The task of

choosing was based on personal desires and the needs of the
task to be developed.
The developmental model chosen is taken from Curriculum
Development:

A Guide to Practice (Wiles

&

Bondi, 1989).

this model, development involves four major components.
first is the analysis stage.
are established.

In
The

It is at this level that goals

Such goals enable easier management of the

task, give a sense of momentum and accomplishment, and
enable resources to be used more effectively.
state gives structure to the task.

The analysis

It allows people to see

the "big picture" and help them to ''buy into" a tangible
product.
At this level, an assessment of the existing program is
activated.

A careful study is done as to the positive,

neutral, and negative effects of the current program.

The

question is answered, "Is there a need for change?''
The second component is the design stage.

Committees

are formed to perform specific tasks and standards are
developed.

This is the decision making stage where a
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program is narrowed down and selected.

Based on the

options, the best possible course of action is determined.
The third component is implementation or management.
When a program has been selected, the plan of action is
implemented.
The last component is evaluation.
closely with the third component.
side by side.

Evaluation ties in

Ideally, they work best

Decisions are made based on evaluation

concerning whether to keep the new program as it is or
change it to better fit the needs of the students.

This

will be a ongoing process until a time comes when a new
change again will be implemented.
Cooperative Learning
In the past, curriculum selections at West Side
Christian School were determined by the administrator or a
small group of persons consisting of school board members
and a few teachers.

Curriculum was selected for the

teachers and students without their consultation.

Often

they were less than pleased with curriculum selections.
Consequently, a decision was made to find a better selection
process where teachers and parents, as well as, school board
members would be pleased with the selection.
cooperative approach was chosen.

Thus, a

The outcome reached is one

that is beneficial to all people involved because the
assumption is made that all will be involved and the common
goal will be reached with the total groups agreement.
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Small group learning has four basic elements which must
be present in order to be cooperative.
1. Positive interdependence--This is achieved through
mutual goals, division of labor, dividing material and
information up among members, assigning roles, and by
giving joint rewards.
2. Face to face interaction--The groups can not be
cooperative unless there is verbal interaction among
its members.
3. Individual accountability--All group members must
be responsible for their own particular task while, at
the same time, provide assistance to other group
members.
4. Interpersonal and small group skills--These skills
must be taught when needed and time must be given for
the skills to be implemented (Johnson & Johnson, 1984).
A cooperative approach is not new.

As we look to

history we can see times where cooperation was prevalent.
In times of war, countries banded together in a joint effort
and with a common goal of peace.

The raising of a barn, a

job inconceivable for one or even a family, can easily be
done in a day when the community gets together and works
toward a common goal.
There are also many examples of competitive or
individualistic times in our society.

Sports activities are

prime examples in which one or a small group of people
triumphs as victorious.

When looking toward the 21st

century, jobs that contribute to this economy will require
workers who are prepared to absorb new ideas, to perceive
patterns, and to solve unconventional problems (Steen,
1989).
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Johnson and Johnson reviewed 122 studies conducted
between 1924 and 1981.

Results indicate that a cooperative

approach tends to promote higher achievement than does
competitive or individualistic experiences.

A collective

effort can encourage many of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

s.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
(Johnson

competency in critical thinking
positive attitudes toward subject
competency in collaborating with others
positive and stable health .
socialization development
positive attitude toward peers.
promoting interaction
perceived peer support and acceptance
ability to see other viewpoints
breaking down stereotypes
higher levels of self-esteem
expectations towards future group experiences
& Johnson, 1984).

A math curriculum could have easily been selected by
one person or a small select group.

Research points

overwhelmingly towards the benefit of working cooperatively
in a group.

CHAPTER 3

Methods and Procedures

Beginning the Process-Analysis
The first step towards the curriculum selection was
analysis.

The curriculum committee determined that an

evaluation was in order for math program in grades
kindergarten through six.

The committee felt that

involvement of all teachers was important in this step since
the teachers were the ones using the materials.

A letter

from the previous year's curriculum committee chairperson
suggested the need for cooperative involvement (See Appendix
A, page 24).

Her concerns captured the concerns of the new

committee and trose of the teachers.

It was at this point

that the new conmittee decided to incorporate a cooperative
approach to choosing and developing a new mathematics
curriculum.
Teachers were asked to discuss what they liked and what
they disliked about the current math program.

As the

results were reviewed, it was concluded that no one was
favorable towards the existing math program, and a new
program was greatly desired.
The committee then set up a model for selection of a
new program.

The time lines was set at approximately one
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year.

The committee felt that faculty involvement at many

stages was essential.
At this time, some of the analysis had already been
completed when the teachers expressed a desire for change.
The remainder of the analysis took a great deal of time.
was important to list what was currently being taught.

It
The

teachers were asked to write out a short scope and sequence
of their particular mathematics program (See Appendix D,
page 38).
form.

This information was tabulated into one complete

The committee used the information to compare with

the new programs under consideration.
Design
The next step was the design stage.

Teachers were

asked what they wished to teach and the group wrote the
desired goals and objectives (See Appendix F, page 61).
Concurrently, the committee was researching
mathematics.

They were interested in its history, current

and future.
The goals and objectives of the teachers were compared

with the identified future trends of mathematics.

The

committee realized that math programs under consideration
should be written with the future in mind.
The teacher's goals and objectives fell in line with
trends for the future in all areas except that of drill and
practice.

The trend is away from drill and practice.

Nevertheless, teachers were concerned that drill and
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practice continue to be a part of the mathematics program.
The next step was to begin looking at math programs.
This task was done by the curriculum committee.

The

committee obtained a copy of text books used in Christian
schools belonging to the Association of Christian Schools
International (See Appendix C, page 35).

They also checked

with schools in the Yakima area to see what public schools
were using.

The initial selection was made based on the

scope and sequence completed by the teachers.

The following

publishers were chosen for further consideration:
A B E KA

Bob Jones
Scott Foresman
Addison-Wesley
Harcourt, Brace,

&

Jovanovich

Copies of these programs were obtained for study.

The

committee members took one or two grade level assignments
and began to study and gather data.

The committee

unanimously eliminated two programs for the following
reasons:
Bob Jones--not enough material for teacher support or
student use.

It appeared to be an incomplete program.

Scott Foresman--does not match goals and objectives.
Material does not keep student interest.
ABE KA, Addison Wesley, and Harcourt, Brace, &
Jovanovich were compared not only with each other, but also
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with the scope and sequence guidelines and goals and
objectives put together by the teachers.

At this point, the

corrunittee decided to take the decision to the teachers with
the scope and sequence guideline, goals, and objectives
decided to take the decision to the teachers.

As an aid to

the teachers, representatives from each company came to give
presentations to the teachers.

They unanimously selected

the Addison Wesley Mathematics Program.

Grades K through 2

had used the program in the past and were pleased with it.
Grades 3 through 6 liked what the program had to offer.
program matched the goals written by the teachers.
of manipulatives was a positive factor.

The

The use

Problem solving,

which is used throughout the program, was also positive.
The overall program was interesting to view and would
capture the interest of students.
Implementation and Evaluation
With the selection made, the teachers began to
implement the program in their classes.

As they used the

program, they were instructed to evaluate its effectiveness
with the students (See Appendix E, page 57).

After one year

of usage, teachers were happy with their selection.
appreciated the amount the material and extra helps.

They
They

also were pleased with the critical thinking skills the
program covered.

Many of the teachers used the hands on

materials available with the program while the others
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planned on getting training in the use of manipulative
materials.
The teachers agreed that the selected math program was
weak in the area of drill and practice.

As they used the

program, this was the only area teachers supplemented with
other materials.
The final step in this process was the writing of a
curriculum guide which is included in this paper (See
Appendix F, page 61).

CHAPTER 4
Analysis of Data

The purpose of this study was twofold.

The primary

purpose was to select a new mathematics curriculum for
grades kindergarten through six at West Side Christian
School.

The secondary purpose was to produce a curriculum

guide for use by teachers, parents, and administration.
Material was gathered from various sources.

Committee

members looked at research in the area of mathematics.

They

were concerned that they select a program that had a vision
for the future.

Small private schools do not always have

resources readily at hand to aid in curriculum selection.
Therefore, extra care was taken to gather as much
information as possible.
The curriculum committee had at its disposal the
textbook survey from Association of Christian Schools
International (A.C.S.I.).

It was important to look at

curriculum selections currently in use in schools similar in
mission to West Side Christian School.

The committee did

not feel particular ties to the A.C.S.I. findings.

It

merely gave the committee a beginning spot for possible
mathematics publishers.
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The most valuable resource available to the committee was
the work and thoughts of the teaching staff.

The scope and

sequence was invaluable in finding a program compatible with
the previous program.

It was voiced in evaluation that the

previous program was not challenging enough for students.
The scope and sequence was a tool used to find a program
more challenging for students.
Teachers were strongly vocal about the use of drill and
practice in a mathematics program.

Although this was

contrary to the research concerning mathematics instruction,
the committee worked to include drill and practice in the
final program.
The time had come to select the mathematics curriculum.
The final selection could not have been made without the
unanimous approval of the classroom teachers.

This is based

on the cooperative approach implemented by the curriculum
committee.

CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary
The purpose of this study was threefold.
1.

A group of teachers, school board members, and

parents were to work cooperatively together.

Their task was

to take one year to evaluate a current mathematics program,
review as many mathematics curriculum as needed and then
make a selection.

This task began in the fall of 1987 and

was concluded in the spring of 1988.
2.

The selected program was used in grades

kindergarten through six the following school year
(1988-89).

During the school year, teachers were asked to

evaluate the program.

They were encouraged to teach the

entire textbook using as much of the supplemental materials
as possible.
3.

With the evaluations completed, a curriculum guide

was written to reflect the mathematics curriculum and the
changes agreed upon by the teachers (See Appendix F, page
61).

The guide was compiled and written during the 1989-90

school year.
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Conclusions
1.

The method used for selection of a new mathematics

program has been positive.

Teachers have not complained

about the selection as they have with past curricular
selections.

They have been pleased with student progress

and acceptance of the program.
2.

The curriculum guide was a simple task to complete.

The bulk of the work was done by teachers when they
presented their scope and sequence and items they wanted
included in a mathematics program.

The program selected was

quite similar to the teacher's vision of a mathematics
program.
3.

Teachers did not agree with research suggesting

that instruction do away with rote drill and practice.

They

expressed a need for students not only to have the skills
and abilities expressed in the current research but also
have a strong foundation of math facts and processes of
functions.

It is the desire of teachers at West Side

Christian School that students have basic mathematical
skills and math facts available to them ,it all times.
Calculators and computers will become more and more
commonplace but the human mind is the ultimate back up when
technology doesn't function or isn't present.

Teachers were

concerned that students not become dependent upon technology
in a way that they neglect the basics.
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Recommendations
1.

All teachers were involved in this process.

West

Side Christian School is a small private school with a K-12
enrollment of 280.

In a setting larger than this, the

entire group of teachers may be too large to be effective.
Any time a school is small enough where they have only one
teacher at each grade level this method would work
satisfactorily.
2.

Ideally, it would be beneficial to pilot the

selected mathematics program or perhaps two different
programs for the year after the program was narrowed down or
selected.

In the process of selecting a math program, one

curriculum was very close to the one chosen.

A year pilot

program would have helped make a final selection.
the smallness of West Side, a pilot program was not
possible.

This was largely due to finances.

Due to
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APPENDIX A

Letter from Former Curriculum Committee Chairperson

TO:
FROM:

w.s.c.s.

Curriculum Committee 1988

Sue Emmans, Chairman, Curriculum Committee 1987

Last year was a somewhat frustrating experience for this
committee. After reflecting on our work and my own
frustrations, I have come to some conclusions.
Although an evaluation tool was developed and used, to
evaluate any curricular materials in isolation from the
classroom teachers seems almost supervulous. Before
materials in any discipline can be properly evaluated, the
teachers need to identify and write out their teaching and
learning objectives and performance expectations. This does
not mean a complete scope and sequence is necessary before
evaluation can take place. Evaluators do need to know the
performance level at which each teacher expects students to
enter their classroom in any given discipline. They must
also know the level to which the teacher expects to bring
the class by the end of the year. There are good materials
that simply do not apply well in our situation.
The final observation is that no curricular materials will
be perfect. Every publisher will have strengths and
weaknesses. We need to decide what will come the closest to
our goals and objectives and be willing to creatively
suppliment where necessary. Our goals for students may
often differ from current trends in education. Biblical
values should affect our concept of "the finished product''
and therefore affect priorities.
The evaluation process may take more time than we want it
to, but to be rushed into making decisions without the time
to evaluate within a functional framework may be very costly
to our school and our students.
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West Side Christian School
6901 Summitview Avenue - Yakima, Washington 98908 - 965-2602
'Trnln "fl n ,·hild In t/w way he should go.' Prov. 22:6

ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM COl',G•IITTEE

January 25, 1988

'.L'he committee met at 3: 30 P.M. Monday to discuss the math curriculum at W.S.C.S.
'!'hose in attendance were Sara Bos - Chairperson, Dawn Golladay, Beth Harveson,
and April Thome.
'l'he group briefly talked over the merits and dra',v-backs of a few math programs
with which we are already familiar including Abeka and Adison-Wesley. To q_uicken
the progress of the committee work, it was decided to list important features
in Math programs for which we will be looking including:
~ufficient drill
Problem solving or (critical thinking) techniq_ues used
Computer training (Apple compatible)
Record keeping
Other teachers may want to add to this list.
We also covered the idea whe"ther we are looking for two math programs o:r one.
It was agreed that many programs include sufficient drill work but few give teachers instruction on using manipulatives to help explain math processes. The
committee realized, too, that if math manipulatives were ordered, teachers would
need instructions for their most effective use.
For now the committee

will look over Abeka materials.

K-1 will be previewed by April Thome
2 by Sara Bos
3-4 by Beth Harveson
5-6 by Dawn Golladay
7-8 by Chuck Howell
Next Monday, Feb. 1, we will meet to discuss Abeka more in depth.
After reading a letter from last year's chairperson, Sue Emmans, the committee
decided to ask the teachers to inform us on the math goals and expectations for
each grade level. A sheet will be given each teacher with math skills listed
on it. The teacher needs to write beside each skill how far he or she takes the
math class during a school year. Sara will make out the form to be given the
el ement ary faculty.
The curriculum commi.ttee made a recommendation that Bibles be purchased in the
New King James Version for each classroom.

27

p. 2

<')

'l'he New King James version was selected for the following reasons:
1.

Three of our curriculums use King James version for memory work and
references: Lifeway Bible, Reading and Spelling from Bob Jones.

2.

Many of our students attend AWANA and church y0uth groups or Sunday
Schools which generally use King James version.

Meeting was adjourned at 4:30 P.M.

Serving Him,

April Thome

)
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West Side Christian School
6901 Summitview Avenue - Yakima , Washington 98908 - 965-2602

Tr<Jin 11p o c/11/d /11 the woy he should !JO. ' Prau. 22:6

ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM MEETING

February 1, 1988

3:30 - 4:40 P.M -

Timei

Our task was to review and discuss J\beka math curriculum .
Abkea appears unique in its pace and approach.

Fr om our observations

In regards to its approach it is:
1.

2.

3.

Mostly teacher-led.
Its cycl_ical reinforcement of previously taught skills promotes
better retention in students.
The oral drill which begins the daily math lesson is well laid
out for the instructor.

We are concerned about the pace of Abeka.
for each student in each grade level?

Is this an appropriate academic rate

If we take on Abeka, should we st.art in the early grades and put upper grades
in lower books w1til the skill level is brought up?
It was suggested we should talk with other schools who use Abeka to see what
they say are the pros and cons. We arc especially jnterested to know what they
do with students who can't grasp math at the Abeka pace.
Our discussion moved to philosophy of math. Some math programs emphasize abstract thinking skills while others promote teaching math with manipulatives.
What types of programs meets the needs of our students? How can we determine
the answer to this most accurately? Is there a single program that has both
or do we need to look at two programs?
It was decided for now to photocopy tl1e scope and sequence for each grade level
in Abeka. and other math programs we review, to see how they stack up in relation
to the teachers' math objectives.
We will be looking into a simple, inexpensive math manipulative program in the
near future.
The Elementary Curriculum Conuni ttee,
Sara Bos
Beth Harveson
Dawn Golladay
April Thome .
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ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM OOMMim'TEE MEETING
February 8, 1988

The Elementary Curriculum Committee met at 3:30 PM, Monday, Feb.
8th, to discuss two other math publishers: Addison-Wesley and
Harcourt-Brace-Jovanovich.
On the surface there are many similarities.
Each of these programs
introduce math concepts at the same level and pace. Math objectives are clearly stated.
Each program suggests learning centers
and manipulatives to reinforce learning.
There are reteach pages,
practice worksheets and enrichment projects.
We noted that neither of these programs has a cyclical approach
similar to Abeka. There is not continued reinforcement of previo~~ly taught skills.
It was decided that each committee member would take samples of
Addison-Wesley and Harcourt home to examine in more depth.
1.

We will compare each scope and sequence with WSCS math
objectives.

2.

List features we like and don't like.

3.

Look for computer or calculator training or anything
extra. With the "extra" features, we need to consider
if at WSCS we would, or could, use them.

Our discussion moved to centers and enrichment activities which
are encouraged in each program.
Having math activities and centers available in the classroom could be one way teachers could
reinforce previously taught skills.
Cycling of math concepts, repetition, drill, manipulatives ~nd centers for enrichment activities could all help our WSCS math program
reach the needs of every student.
In order to use all of these
effectively we may need more tables for centers, training and supplies.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 PM .

Cormnittee members,
Sara Bos
Beth Harveson
Dawn Golladay
Apr i 1 'I'home
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ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM MEETING

2/22/88
3:30-4:40 P.M.
Our goal for this meeting was to compare the contents of Harcourt-Brace-Jovanovich
and that of Addison-Wesley with the objectives of each. WSCS elementary teacher.
That goal was not thoroughly accomplished so we will continue that work until
next Monday's meeting.
We did discuss these facts about both math programs:
1.

Each starts the math lesson with good review and warm-up ideas.
initial drill lesson is short but easily expandable.

The

2.

In H.B.J. the manipulatives are better described. For manipulatives
in A.W. the teacher is told to turn to certain pages in Math Their Way .

3.

In A.W. the calculator section in well-organized.
sizes mental math over calculators.

4.

Each program has worksheets for teaching, reteaching and enrichment,
depending on the students' needs.

5,

The sequencing of math concepts taught seems to flow better in H.J.B.

6.

Addison-Wesley includes lessons for special ed. students.

This program empha-

The corunittee discussed the possibility of providing computers for each elementary classroom. Dawn had information from G.B. Services concerning prices for
purchasing Apple II Computers. We will investigate other places to see where
we may get · even better prices. There are already six Data Display monitors in
the school Doug will check to see if these will work with Apple II computers.
In order to finance the computers, a number of different ideas were brought up.
We could have an Easter Lily Sale. The proceeds from the proposed PAC Jog-athan could go for computers. There could be two yard sales both held on the
same day this spring. Another idea was to simply publish a wish list to WSCS
parents to see if any of them would want to contribute to the purchase of
computers.
The Elementary Curriculum Committee,

Sara Bos
Dawn Golladay
Beth Harveson
Doug Quine
April Thorne
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ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE MEEI'ING
February 29, 1988

3:30-4:45 P.M.
The Elementary Curriculum Committee met to finish the discussion of two math
programs, Addison-Wesley and Harcourt-Brace-,Jovanovich. After taking time
this past week to compare the scope and sequence of each program with the objectives written by the teachers of WSCS, we could observe that each program
covered the skills that we want covered.
Both programs are suitable for individualization. Some positive aspects of
A. W. are:
1. It includes lessons for special education.
2. First and second grade are already using these programs.
3. Kand? already have the manipulatives reccommended in this program.
~~
W.V. School District uses Addison Wesley so it would be easier for
those who are transferring from that district into WSCS.
Positives on the side of H.B.J. are:
1.
The sequencing of skills taught are more logical.
2. The techniques for problem-solving are more challenging.
3,
Fifth and sixth are already using at least parts of this program
successfully.
4. The skills are slightly higher per grade level.
One concern that was expressed about H.B.J. was that there is so much material
to cover in one year. Could students get bogged down with math paperwork in
such a program? . Would it be difficult for te'achers to sort through all the
work possible to find the right combination of exercises and drills to meet
the individual needs of the students?
The committee is still discussing the possibility of a fund-raiser to finance
the purchase of computers for the elementary classrooms.
The Elementary Curriculwn Committee
Sara Bos
Beth Harveson
April Thome
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ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM COMMIT'rEE MEETING

March 7, 1988

3:30 P.M.

The Elementary Curriculwn Co1mni ttee met to briefly discuss our progress in a
couple of areas.
We will be studying the math program from Scott Foresman this corning week.
We have heard good reports about this curriculum; we will examine it to see
how it compares with H.B.J., Addison-Wesley and A Beka.
We continue to discuss computers for the elementary classrooms. We may be
asking. the computer consultant from the Yakima School District to provide us
information on different brands of computers. It was also suggested that
we only place computers in upper elementary classrooms (4th on up). Lower
elementary classes would possibly benefit more from smaller teacher/pupil
ratio than from computers.
As far as fund raising plans go, we are looking at a Mothers' Day flower
sale to help finance computers. We need to locate a source.
The Elementary Curriculwn Committee

Sara Bos
Dawn Golladay
April 'J.'home
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ELEMEN'rARY CURRICULUM MEETING

March 14, 1988

The purpose of our meeting was to discuss the Scott-Foresman Math Curriculwn.
After examining the books over the past week the c01nrni ttee was pretty much
in agreement:
1.

2.
3,

4.

The lessons were not as challenging as the others we have looked at.
The manipulatives were poor quality.
Drill was not satisfactory
Written directions for the students could be better.

The committee still regards H.B.J. and Addison-Wesley as the best programs we
have ~een. Doug will contact the representatives from each of these companies
to meet with the WSCS teachers to present their math programs. Hopefully,
part, of our in-service time on March 25th can be used for this.
In the meantime, the Elementary Curriculwn Committee will be turning its
attention to supplementary reading in the elementary grades. Each class uses
books and novels to enhance their reading programs. Guidelines should be set
up for the selection of these books. Teachers from 1 - 6 will be asked to
list the ·books they would like to use for supplementary reading and to submit
the list to the curriculum committee. The committee will meet again after
Spring Break to go over the recommendations.

Sara Bos
Dawn Golladay
Doug Quine
;Beth Harveson
April Thome
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A.C.S.I. Textbook Survey
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NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
MAILING ADDRESS PO BOX 4097 WHITTIER. CA 90607
STREET ADDRESS 731 N BEACH BL VD. LA HABRA. CA 90631
(213) 694-4791

September 1985

Dear Christian School Educator,
Several months ago we asked all ACSI member schools to complete a
survey of textbook publishers used in their schools. Response was
overwhelming. You will find the results of the survey enclosed in
this letter.
Permit me to give you several cautions in the use of this data:
1) ACSI is not promoting any publisher in the publication
of these results.
2) ACSI endorses no publisher. Each school needs to carefully evaluate materials that best fit its educational
philosophy.
3) Publishers 1 addresses are not included. Christian publishers1 addresses are readily available; many are in
the ACS! Directory. Secular publ ishers 1 addresses may
be located via your local public school district curriculum center.
It is our prayer that the Lord will bless your Christian school
ministry in your local community. If ACSI may be of service to you,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincgrely in Christ,

R a ~ e , Ed.D .

Direc~or of Educational Services
jm
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PAGE 2 - ELEMENTARY - JUNIOR HIGH

PHONICS
PUB LI SHER
A Beka Book Publications
Beacon Enterprises, Inc.
Bob Jones University Press
The Economy Company
J. B. Lippincott Company
Modern Curriculum Press
Open Court Publishing Company
Sure Foundation (Victory Drill Book)
Other

PERCENTAGE

PUBLl SHER
A Beka Book Publications
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc.
Bob Jones University Press
D. C. Heath and Company
Holt, Rinehart &Winston, Inc.
Houghton-Mifflin Company
MacMillan Publishing Company, Inc.
Scott Foresman and Company
Silver Burdett
Other

PERCENTAGE

.58

.03
.03
.04

.03
.10
.05

.03
.10

.40
.06
.06
.04
.06
.09
.04

.10

.03
.15

LANGUAGE
PERCENTAGE

PUBLISHER
A Beka Book Publications
Bob Jones University Press
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc.
Harper & Row P~blishing, Inc.
Houghton-Mifflin Company
Open Court Publishing Company
Scott Foresman and Company
Other

. 59

.03
.1 2

.03
.03
.06
.06
.09
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Scope and Sequence From Teachers
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Teacher:

Kindergarten

School:

Year:

Class Record Form

.

.

I -· Introduce
T - Teach
X - Previously

taught

1.

umbers 0-

2.

3.
4

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

Time

10.
, 1.

Addjtjon-twn

"i2.

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23. ,...

.

.-ractioos

24.

131
32.

Dj v .

.

·

Kindergarten

Teacher:

School:

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Introduce
T - Teach
X - Previously
taught

Divi"ion
3.

4.

6·

Percent

7· P o
8. p

r ion

9. p
10.
11

· V

12
'

A

·

13

·
14.

17.

18.
19.

20.

21.
22.
23.

24.

25 .
26 .

27.

28.
29.

31 .
32.

1 me

Inte.rgers
Circ

Teacher:

f -j

r _s t Grade

School:

Year:

Class Record Form

I - InttcidUce
T
Teach
X - Previously

taught

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

ms t CJ

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13 .

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
21 .
22 .

25.
26.
27.
28 .
29.
~-:;;:30~.

- -- --::UJ.LLL..I:..a.c...L-.---r=--:7r-::;;;'~--::?~~~~¥~~~~~J---J
------MuJtipJicatio

31.

32.

Teacher:

First Grad e

School :

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Introduce
T - Teach
X - Previously
taught

1. F

2.

3· G

6·
7·

Divisi n
ometr

Percent
Pro r ion

8. p
9.
10. A .
11 · V
12.

1 me

13.

14.
15

·

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23 .

24.
25 .

26.
27.
28.
29.

'O.
31.

32 .

Counting to 100

Teach_e_r :~~S:...:=e:...::c:...::o~n.:...::d:!.........!G~r.,_.,a....,d.....,e"--~S- c_h_o o_l_:~ - '

Year:

Class Record Form

I
T

InttcidUce
Teach

X ·- Previously

tc;1ught

1.
-

2
-·----'-.........,,:,_e Ya 1ue 3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29 .
30.
[ 31
32.

Dl

Teacher:

Second Grade

School:

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Introduce
T
Teach
X - Previously
taught

3

·

6·

Divisio
Geometr
io
Percen

7. p
8. p
9. p

10 · A e
11 · V 11 me
12.
· 13.

14.
15.

17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23 .

24.
25.

26.
27.
28 .
29.

31.
32.

Teacher:

Third grade

School:

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Irittcidlic ~
T
Tes.ch
X - Previously
t~tJght

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11 .

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.
21 .
22.
23.

24 .

25.
26.
27 .
28.
29 . _ _ -511b tr ac
_
30.

Djvjsion
32 .

Third grade

Teacher:

School :

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Introduce
T - Teach
X - Previously
taught

1

· Fr

2.

Division
eometr

3.

6

·

7·

a c i.o n s

Percent
Pr

9. p
10. A
11

· V

1 me

12.
13.
· 14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23 .
24 .
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

~a.
31 .
32.

linders

Teacher:

Fourth Grade

School :

Year:

Class Record Form

-

. . ... .• ,

I - Int.todUce
T - Teach
X
Previously

tawght

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11 .
12.
' 13.

14.
15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

23 .

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

r

31 .

I 32.

Ojvision

Fourth Grade

Teacher:

School :

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Introduce
T - Teach
X - Previously
taught

1. F

i.ons

2.

r::
:J.

R tio

6· Percent
7.

_8· Probabili ty
9 · Per·m
10. A

11. V
12.
'13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.
22 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28 .
29.
10.

31.
32.

me

r

Teacher:

Fifth Grade

School:

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Inttcidlice
T - Teach
X -- FJreviously

taught

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11

-·-'--'-'=ii..tion-twa digit

1--

12.

i3.
i 4.

i 5.
i 6.
i 7.
18.

19.
20.

21 .
22.
23.

24.
25.

Djvisjon

Teacher:

Fif t h Grade

School :

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Introduce
T - Teach
X - Previously
taught

8. p
9. p

10.
11 .
12.
13.

14.
15.

17.
18.

19.
20.

2·1.

22.
23.

24.
25 .

26 .
27.
28 .
29 .

3 1.
32 .

Sixth Gr ade
School:
Class
.Teacher:
:. . : .:=.:...:..~--=::..=..:.:....::...:..:~~=-- - -- - - - -- -Year:
-----

Record Form

I - IrittcidUc~
T
Teach
X - Previously
tf;lµght

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
1"1 .
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.

25.
f - --

-·-

Add

11

26.
27.

S11b,

1

ecimals - add

~'30.
31 .
32.

C J~ · - - r " - -·-;7r-·-::;:;:f"----:7/"::__"7"jL-~~:___~r-:::'_~~ -----c,,..+--~
M11JtipJ )ca tion

Teacher:

Si xt h Gra de

School :

Year:

Class Record Form

I - Introduce
T - Teach
X - Previously
taught

6· Percent
7. p
8. p
9. p
10. A

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21 .
22.
23 .

24.
25.
26.
27.
28 .
29 .

10.
81 .
32.

Teacher:

A 11

Grades

School :

- - - -·

Year:

Class Record Form

•

•

'•

•

r

I - Introduce
T
Teach
X
Previously

taugbt

4.
5.
6.

Teacher:

All Grades

School :

Yeac

Class Record Form

I - Introduce
T - Teach
X - Previously
taught

2.
3·

Divi ion
Geometr

6· Percent
7 · Pr
8. p

9.
10.
11 . V

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17

· Rounding to 10
18.
19.

20.
21.

22 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28 .
29 .
,30.
31.

32.

APPENDIX E

Evaluation of Math Program After One
Years Use
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Addison Wesley Mathematics Evaluation
Questions addressed by teachers are as follows:
1.

What do you think about the critical thinking skills in
this mathematics program?

2.

H~w does the program compare with the previous curriculum?

3.

Is it possible to finish the textbook in one year's time?

4.

Comment on the drill and practice.

Kindergarten
There is not enough drill to glue the concepts.
quite a bit.

I supplement

Addison-Wesley is more difficult than Bob Jones Math used in
kindergarten last year, but it is challenging in an appropriate level. I like it much more.
We have finished the Math program in kindergarten but ,w e'll
complete the year with review.
First Grade
critical thinking skills - does a satisfactory job. our first
graders do very well on this section on the Stanford
Achievement Test.
Difficulty - goes as far as any text but ABEKA. I feel first
graders can learn to carry and do easy multiplication. They
could possibly be introduced to borrowing also.
This book is possible to complete.
the last four weeks of school.

I will use other material

Drill and practice - must be supplemented by the teacher a
great, great deal. I use my own worksheets as part of their
morning seatwork.
Second Grade
The program seems to be easy but the first graders are so good
at computation, they can do most of the work by the time they
reach second grade.
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The book does have some extra practice sheets but each
assignment has limited amount to do.
I will finish the book easily.
Third Grade
The critical thinking is excellent.
I was not here last year so I can not compare the program to
last year.
I got through material - yes - however I would like to go
through the chapters a lot more thoroughly. Spring will be
rush, rush.
I am afraid the students will not grasp the new
material very well with not enough practice.
The drill and practice was YUK!
Fourth Grade
I like the story problems the book has although the kids
struggle (a lot) doing them. Even when I'll work out every
problem on the board before the kids do them, very few will
get A's.
It bothers me that the book labels certain pages "Problem
Solving" when they are really only story problems
(applications).
Sometimes the book labels two-step problems, sometimes it does
not. This confuses many of the students.
I like the "Strategy Practice" problems included in each
lesson. They are good problem solving problems.
I wish the book covered more instruction about how to choose
the correct operation for a problem instead of their five-step
plan.
This program is much more challenging than last year's
program. The old program was a review until Christmas.
Addison-Wesley gets into new material right away.
I went at fast pace with a talented group of students and we
will finish the book without chopping out anything essential
from the text. I have these concerns. 1) What about when the
class I have is not so able? 2) I did not utilize much of the
extra materials. I would have liked to use the manipulatives
more often but they take time and I could not fit them in
often.
3) When students struggled with a new concept, we
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could only stop and review for a day or two. I was forced to
move on (whether everyone was entirely ready or not) if I
wanted to finish the book.
Drill and practice are not worked into the program. It is not
difficult to make up speed tests but it would be nice to have
a book of masters.
Fifth Grade
The critical thinking is excellent.
It has lots of problem
solving.
I like the enrichment activities available.
There is so much to teach.
In order to finish the book, I'm
going rapidly through the chapters. I have too many students
who need more practice to reinforce each concept. Sending
extra home is not the answer as these students are working
hard to keep up the pace, and keep their heads above water.
The degree of difficulty seems appropriate for the majority of
the class. My only concern is, again, not enough practice
before going on to the next concept.
I have not taught the chapters in the order presented.
seems to work o.k.

This

There are a few concepts that are presented in a "less-thanperfect" way so I rely on past routines.
By and large,
however, I like the teacher's manual.
Sixth Grade
The critical thinking is good in the area of story problems.
Occasionally they throw in a problem extremely difficult and
frustrating.
This program is more difficult than the program we had last
year.
You finish the book if you move rapidly.
Some concepts are
just touched on. You can not go back and re-teach to lower
students because there is too much to cover.
Some pages have plenty of practice and other pages are short
but there are other resources to use.
It would help lower students if some of the concepts were
introduced more slowly giving additional practice at each
level.
Some chapters have poor explanations of concepts on the
instructional pages.
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Curriculum Guide
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MATH CURRICULUM GUIDE
GRADES KINDERGARTEN - SIX
WEST SIDE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON 1990
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PHILOSOPHY
The elementary math curriculum committee believes that
math is one of the core subjects within the elementary
educational process.

Math is an important part of our daily

lives.
Math as a discipline involves the knowledge of math facts
and processes for solving math problems.

We believe that the

sound knowledge of these skills is fundamental to the child's
math development.

In addition to this, skill application of

basic math skills is important.

Problem solving, abstract

thinking, computer skills, and career awareness all play an
equally important role in math training.

3

GOALS

The goals for West Side Christian School mathematics are:
1.

Sound knowledge of math facts:

addition,

substraction, multiplication, and division.
2.

Knowledge of related areas of math:

time,

money, measurement, fractions, decimals,
geometry, and algebra.
3.

Knowledge of thinking skills and problem
solving.

4.

Introduction and exposure to computers.

4

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

West Side Christian School's math program incorporates
the following areas:
1.

Sold skill development

2.

Problem solving

3.

Daily teaching support for teachers

4.

Technology

5.

Estimation and mental math

6.

Student involvement

5

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

I.

Position and Classification
L l

IdEmtify tDp,

bottom,

l.Ei·Ft,

r·ii;Jht,

inside

and outside positions.
(··1
~·

1 I"

I I I.

C\S1S,l. -1·· ·.,1

objects by common at.tri but.e.

Mat.chi.rig a.ncJ F·-:::1tt.et-ni::
2. 1

Match sets to show same number.

~.2

Recognize and extend a linear pattern.

2.3

Recognize and copy a spatial pattern.

Corng ar· i n g

of three objects.
3.2

Identify which container holds more
or·

:~: . ::

I 1,/.

)

hold~:; 1 E?S!S.

I cl f·J n t i f y

1•1 h

i. c h

of

t. 1'-J CJ

='"· F.:" t

~.;; I· l 2i s rn or i::-i

Cl r·

Numb f~r s ar,d Nu mer· at ion
4.l

Recognize numbers for set s

4.2

Write numbers for sets 0-4,

4.3

Compare numbers 0-4,

5-8,

0 - 4,
5 - 8,

9-1 2 .

5-8,

9-12.

9-12.

V.

Iiill§

and Mone~

5.1

Identify which of three activities
occurred first,

5.2

next,

and last.

Identify which of two activities takes
more or less time.

5.3

Tell

time to the whole hour.

5.4

Count pennies through 12c.

5.5 Recognize the value of nickels and dimes.

VI.

VII.

Addition §Dd Subtraction
6. 1

Find the sums by adding 1 or 2.

6.2

Fjnd differences by subtracting 1 or 2.

Geometry~ Fractions~ and Measurement
7.1

Identify solid shapes that are ball shaped~
c3n shaped,

7.~

and box shaped.

Identify circles,

squares,

trianqle5

3nd retangles.

7.3

Identify halves of a region or set.

7,4

Measure length and distance using
nonstandard units.

FIRST GRADE
I.

II.

Numbers
1.1

Count on or back with numbers 0-12.

1.2

Compare numbers 9-12.

Addition
~.1

Recall

addition facts to 18.

2.2

Add three 1-digit numbers where sums are

,

-

7 .3

Add two-digit numbers without trading.

2 .4

Develop . readiness for adding two digit
numbers with tradin g .

II I.

~3ub tr .::1.c: ti cm
3. 1

Recall subtraction facts to 18.

3.2

Subtract two-digit numbers without trading.

3.3

Develop readiness for subtracting two-digit
numbers with trading.

4. 1

Read,

write,

and order 2-digit numbers

less than 40.

V.

4.2

Read,

write and order numbers through 99.

4.3

Compare number s

4.4

Recognize and use ordinal numbers to tenths.

4.5

Skip count by twos and fives.

Iim~

and Money

5.1

Tell

through 99.

ti~e to the hour and half hour;

read

.:,. cal end .£:w.
5.2

6.1

Count groups of coins up to 99c.

Identify triangles,

squares, and retangles and

give the number of sides and corners.

6.2

Recognize when two figures appear to be the
same shape or size.

6.3

Complete shape patterns and identify whether an
object 1s inside,

outside or on a plane figure.

-

El ·-

6.~
'.,..'II.

Make and interpret tally charts and bar graphs.

~··l£-:iB.'.':'-ur.. ·emE1 nt.
7

.1

Find length in centimeters.
1 (·? n q t h .,,;, of

p ,:3. t I1 "; iJ y

'/ • ::2

F-- i

7.3

Estimate capacity using

11 d

degrees Celsius,

and

mE! i:.<. ~;; u ,. - i n q

liters,

Identify length in inches.

7.5

Estimate capacity using cups,

a dd i n q ,

temperature using

weight using

7,4

.:::1 n cj

kilograms.

pints,

and quarts;

estimate weight using pounds and temperature
using degrees Fahrenheit.
l.)

I I I .

H. l

Identify halves,

t.hir-ds,

and fourth~;; of a

region or- ~,et.

Sf=CCJND GRADE

I.

()ddi ti on
addition facts through sums to lB.

l.l

Recall all

1.:2

Add thn,?e or four

1·-digit numbe.t-~5 u·c:;i11q

3.dditi.on fa.cts.
1.3

Add

two or more l-digjt or 2-digit numbers

with and without trading and estimate sums of
::--di git. numb er=·.

I I.

1.4

Add 3-digit numbers wjthout trading and with

1.5

Add 3-digit numbers with money notation.

13ubtract i

Dll

2. 1

Recall subtraction facts related to sum~
t.hroui;;Jh l8,

:.:: .. :~:

E::ubt:.ract

l-clir.1it: 2.\rld ::::--clic;,1it nL.lrnbE~r·s~ +t-ofn

2-digit numbers with and without trading

IIL

2.3

Subtract 3-digit numbers without trading and

~.4

Subtr·act 3-digit numbers with money notation.

Ti me .::i.nd Money
3. 1

Tell

time to the hour,

at 5-minute intervals,

and to the quarter hour;
3.2
IV.

Count groups of coins up to 99c.

Geometry and
4. 1

read a calendar.

Qc~ebiD9

Identify triangles, circles,

squares,

and

rectangles and give the number of sides

and c:or·ner-s.

4.2

Recognize when two figures appeartD bt'? congruent.

4.3

Recognize when a figure appears to have a

line of symmetry.
4.4

Make and interpret tally charts,

bar graphs,

and pictu~e graphs.
1
).

Measw-emen t.

5. 1

Find length to the nearest centimeter, estimate
length using centimeters.

t.-:·
r~
__ J • .L

rind perimeter in centimeters by measuring and

-

10 -

3dding the lengths of the sides.

5.3

Estimate length using meters and kilometers.

5.4

Find area by counting sq0are centimeters.

5.5

Estimate capacity using liters,
using degrees Celsius,
Dr- k i. J u q r

.:3. m,,,

temperature

and weight using grams

•

5.6

Find length to the nearest inch.

5.7

Find perimeter in inches and area in square inches.
Choose appropriate customary units of c:.,pac1ty
I

weJght and read a Fahrenheit thermometer.
\ II .

f=·1 ac:E! Value

grouping by hundreds,

6.2

Read,

write,

count,

tens,

and ones.

and order numbers

through (?99.
6. 2!;

Use money r1ot.ati on through

6.~

Identify the greater or lesser of two
3--c:lii;ii.t

"'n.

thrEie di gi. ts.

number-s.

Multi pl i.c.,':l.tion
7.1

Find products using objects and related pictures.
Recall

7,3

multiplication facts through 5x5.

Demonstrate understanding of division using

related pictures.

I,

held it ion c1rid Subtraction f:: 2,ct s.

1.1

Recall

addition ~nd s ubtraction facts related

-

l 1 -

to sums through 18.
1.2
Il "

Add three 1-digit numbers using addition facts .

F' 1,, d c £-?

~-1

l,! 3

1u f:?

Read,

write, and order numbers through

thrf.:'!e ,jiqit·;s.
:2 . 2

[: C) LI n t

C O

i ns

C:\

n d cl O 1 1 a r =.:. !I

111 a

I:: E~ c:: h . :'. -\ rl ~) E~

'

i:\ l"l

d

use money notation through three digits.
~.3

Round to the nearest ten,

2.4

Read,

and dollar.

write, and compare numb~rs through
di

four·

2.6

hundred,

,;i

i t. s.

Recognize and use ordinal numbers through
thirf.:}1 -firsr.:,

I II.

Addi ti .cm
::. j

(\dd :;;: and ~5-di.git rw.mbE:rs including money.

3.2

Estimate sums by rounding to the nearest ten~
hu11cln2d ,

IV.

ot- c:iol l a.r.

3.3

Find sums of up to four 3-digit addends.

3.4

Add

4·-digit numbers.

~-3ub t1- ..'IC ti. on
·'/.• .!.
4. 2

~5.1

:::1.,btrc'.ci:: '.:? and ~~;-di. git nunt,et- ::' i.ncl.udinq mc:;r,e·:/,

1

E:stirna.tc di f,f1:2r·ences by
ten .,

,..,unc•,ed,,

TPil

timE• U~:,in1;:i

t"DU1,d:i.nq

tc thf::>

;1,2."'.t t:c!c.3t

c,1~ dollar...

cl

1:?-hCLlr" c).C<Ck

1 '.? -

ci1·· .'::\ C;~lE,•11d i::\r".

5.2

Measure length to the nearest centimeter;
estimate length using centimeters,
,:\r-,d

5.4

ki l.

meters,

c,rnetr,,•r-s..

Fi~d the area by counting squares;

find volume

by counting cubes.

5.5

Estimate capacity using liters,
grams and kilograms,

5.6

weight using

and temperature using

Estimate length using inches,

feet,

yards and

miles; measure length to the nearest 1/4 inch.

5.7

Estimate capacity using cups,

quarts,

pints,

.3.nd gallons.

temperature using degrees Fahrenheit.

VI.

Mul.tiolication
l t i p 1 i. c: a t i on

+·=' c t

t h r-· o u g h

6 . 1

f;; e c a l l.

6.2

Use multiplication fa~ts to multiply three

rn u

s;.

s·:: c,;· •

numbers and find missing factors.
6.3

Multiply 2-digit factors by 1-digit factors,
i ncl.uding

6.4

mm,ey,

Estimate products involving money by rounding

to the nearest dollar or nearest ten.

VII.

)

Geometry and Graph~ng

7.2

Identify segment, angles,

7.3

Recognize when two figures appear to be congruent.

7.4

Recognize when a figure appears to have a line
u ·f

7 .5

and right angles.

:-3ymmt?tt.. y,

Make and interpret tally charts and bar graphs;
interpret picture graphs.

7.6

Use number pairs to locate and name points of

coordinate graphs.
\)I I I.
8.1

Di_vi·?.i.on
Recall division facts related to products
tht-ouqh 9:-:9.

8.2

Divide by numbers less than 6 to find

1 and

2-digit quotients and remainders.
8.3

Estimate quotients involving money by rounding

to the nearest dollar.

P,1

Write fractions for parts of regions or sets,
us1nq related pictures.

9.2

Find fractional

parts ot numbers,

using

related pictures.
G,3

Compare fractions,

using related pictures.

using related pictures.
9.5

Find sums and differences of one-place decimals.

1.1

Read,
f

1.2

ow-

and compare numbers through

write,
(Ji qi

t

<; .

Round to the nearest ten,
Dr-

d D 11

hundred,

thousand,

..::\I'- ,.

1.4

Write standard numbers for Roman numerals.

1.5

Read

1.6

Count coins and dpllars,

and

write numbers through nine digits.
make change,

and use

money notation through three digits.
JI.

Addition and E3ubtraction

~:::.1

F~ecall addi. t.i.rn1 t:11H:I ~;L.tbt.r2"1ctio1-1 +ac:t.s:. •

{-=tdd

4-!,

c:l.1'1d

~5-di git. number·s,

including mcrne y .
~.4

Estimate sums by rounding to the nearest ten,
hundred,

7.5

or dollar.

Subtract 2-,

3-,

4-, and 5-digit numbers,

including mcm£~y,.
7.6

Estimate dif+erences by rounding to the nearest
ten,

III.

hundred,

or dollar.

Mul.ti,i:2,J.ic:.;:\tion
multiplication +acts.

3.1

Recall

3.2

Identif y multiples of 1-digit numbers.

3.3

Ident.i+ y a missing factor given a product and

-

1 ..1::.·.J

-

)
one factor-.
3.4

3.5

Use multiplication facts to find products of

mu.ltipl<:'?is of

10 1

100 1

Multiply 2-,

~,

and 4-digit factors by

1.,000,

.;~.nd

to

multiply

1-digit fac:tor~;.
3.6

Estimate products by rounding a
nearest ten,

hundred,

factor to the

or dollar.

3.7

Multiply 2-digit factors by 2-digit factors.

3.8

Estimate products by rounding factors to the
nearest ten or dollar.

IV.

Division
division facts.

4. 1

Recall

4.2

Identify factors of numbers less than 20.

4.3

Divide by 1-digit divisors to find up to
2-digit quotients.

4.4

Divide by 1-digit divisors to find up to
3-diqit quotients.

4.5

Find averages.

4.6

Estimate quotients by rounding to the nearest ten
or dollar-.

4.7

Divide by 2-digit divisors to find
2-digit quotients.

,.

\ !

J

.

ME~,::,\ s

ur·· eme. n t.

'.'.:;. 1

-

1b -

1 and

-c~

5.2

qi

Vf:?n

ti me,

Measure length to the nearest centimeter;
estimate length using centimeters,

meters,

a.nd kilDrnetE2rs;.
5.3

Find the perimeter by adding the lengths

of the sides..
5.4

Find the area by multiplying length times
width times height.

5.5

Estimate capacity using liters and milliliters,
~eight using grams and kilograms,

and temperature

using degrees Celsius.

5.6

Estimate length using inches,

5.7

Estimate capacity and find equivalent units
using cups,

5.8

pints,

quarts,

feet,

yards,

and

and gallons.

Estimate weight using ounces,

pounds,

and tons;

estimate temperature using degrees Fahrenheit.
l)

I.

f:· t-· a.c: ti. on s

6.1

Write fractions for parts of regions or sets.

6.2

Find equivalent and lowest-terms fractions.

6.3

Compare fractions by finding equivalent
fractions and like denominators.

)

6.4

Find fractional

parts of numbers.

6.5

Write wh~le ar mixed numbers for fractions
oreater than one.

J7 -

f.J • .:S

(-~ c:f d

-:-1 n d

~; lJ b tract ·f t ~ c:\ c: t i

CJ n ~5

-:=-1 n d

mi

!<

ed

n lJ !TI b (·-:!!, ~:~

with like denominators.

6 .7

Add and subtract fractions with unlike
c::/

\JI I.

E·,'n om in ,,,1 tot-· s;.

Geometry and GraQhi.ng
7. 1

Identify space and plane figures and count their
vertices,

7.2

faces and sides.

Identify and name points,

ljnes,

parallel and intersecting lines,

segments,

rays,

angles,

and right angles.
7 ,3

Recognize congruent,

similar,

and

symmetric figures.

7.4

Make and interpret tally charts,

picture graphs,
l,,.JI I I..

8.1

b~r graphs,

and coordinate graphs.

DE~c i.rna. l ~:o

Write decimals through hundredths,
including money,

8.2

Compare decimals through hundredths.

8.3

Find sums and differences of decimals
through hundredths.

J.

Dasie:: -f a cts

l. 1

Recall addition and subtraction facts.

1.2

Recall

l. :;

I l:03e par"1:.,1 nthE?ses.

multiplication and division facts.
to ciFil:.erm.i. ne

-

1H -

the ot-der

o·f

JI,

Il. I.

op f:?t- .;,. t i

Nt,trnbet-~. c::1nd F'l.

011 is.

c:IC:f.~

.Ja.l

1

UE'

~.1

Read and wr·ite numbers through billions.

?.?

Read and write Roman numerals.

2.3

Compare and order whole numbers.

2.4

1~:CJunc:I riumbEit-\'S to

a. :-:;pe:::cifi(':?d

plaC:(':·!,.

Addition and Subtraction
3 .1

Estimate sums.

3.2

Find the sum of two or more numbers,

including

amounts of money.

3.3

Estimate differences.

3.4

Find the difference of two numbers,

including

amounts of money.
I\).

Dr:.::c:im,'=11.!s

4.1

Read and write decimals through thousandths.

4.2

Compare and order decimals.

4.3

Round decimals to the nearest whole number and
to the nearest tenth.

4.4

Add and subtract decimals through thousandths,

includinq

111e>1·1,:;:•y.

Estimate sums and differences.

4.5

Estimate decimal

4.6

Find products when one or both factors
D.r· e

products and quotients.

c:IE!cimcil :-;;;.

4.7

Find quotients of decimals divided by a

<l . 8

Mu 1 t i p 1 y

,.,,1 r1

d

d i. v .i. d e d e c i rn a l. s

-

19 -·

l:)

y

D

1-digit

mu J t. i. p l y

o ·f

t. £·: n •

V.

Multiol_i_cat:ion
5.1

- Use multiplication facts to find and estimate

products that are multiples of
MLtltiply b'./ .::,, :l-- 11

r•;, __

... :..

10,

100,

or 1,000

or 3-digit factor .

Di_vi·:=;ion

l,iI.

6.1

Use divis i on facts t o fine and estimate
quotie::int ·::; that:. .~1.r-<-'? multiplf?.!:o of

:too,

10:,

or-

.1.,000

and estimate other quotients.
6.2

Divide b y a

1 - digit divisor to find up to

q-digit quot i ents.
6. 3

Find the a v erage of a list of numbers.
Divide by a 2-digit 01v1sor to find 1. - · '
and 3-digit quotients.

'·..JI I.
7

.1

Estjmate and measure lengths using millimeters,
centimeters, meters, and kilometers.

7.2

Find the perimeter or the area of a given figure.

7.3

Find the volume or the capacity of a
~Ji.ven c::ur1t,':liner· .

7.4

Estimate and measure weights using grams and
kilograms~

and temperatures using degrees Celsius.

7 .5

Determine time using a clock and a time zone.

7.6

Find and use appropriate units of
involving i nches,

7.7

yards,

and miles.

Find and use appropriate units of capacit y
involvir1q cup:::.,

)

feet,

length

pir1t~-,

quar--·t.:=,)

c:i.nd

c,:ialJ_ons.

and tons;

estimate and measure temperatures

using degrees Fahrenheit.

Fr-.,Icti
CJn!,3
-- - - ·-·- ---- ----

\/II I .

8. 1

Write fractions for parts of regions or sets;
find equivalent and lowest-terms fractions.

8.2

Compare and order fractions.

8.3

Add and subtract fractions with like denominators.

8.4

Add and subtract fractions with unlike

denomi natm-~,.

without renaming.

l X.

f: ..j . t:i'

Find a fraction of a whole number.

8.7

Find products of fractions.

8.8

Find products of mixed numbers.

8.9

Find quotients of fractions using models.

C3eometr·y
9.1.

Identify, point, line, s;egment,
parallel,
perpendicular, and intersecting lines.

9.2

Identify and measure right,

obtuse,

and

,::i.cute ang 1 ei5.

9.3

Identify and classify polygons according to the
measure of their angles,

length of their sides ~

and number of sides.

9.4

Identify and measure the radius and diameter

G.~.3

ldenti ·fy and c,:_w,;;\ph c:011gt-ue2nt,

symmetric figures .

-

'.?l -

similar,

c:\lld

9.6

Identify space figures and count their vertices,

faces,

and edges.

l 0. l

Read,

interpret,

10.2

Find the probability of a

l l.. l

Write ratios to compare two quantities.

11.2

Solve equations involving equal ratios.

11.3

Write comparisons as ratios,
decimals,

11 . 4

I

I

and make graphs.
single event.

or fractions.

Find a percent of a number.

percents,

West Side Christian School uses Addison-Wesley
Mathematics curriculum in grades kindergarten through si x .
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Addison-Wesley ~Mathematics:

l.

t·1ath Thei ;-· fi.J.3y

3.

ABEKA worksheets (for drill and practice)

4.

ManipulativE!'.-S

Concrete objects that students can physically handle
~;;.uch as. uni f i. ;.: cu.be:.',,

l. inks.-'

bear1s;,

buttorrs.,

c::hi ps-~

ti 1 E!~,;

and various measuring devices such as r1Jlers and protractor0
that enhance the understanding of mathematical concepts by
i,;tt.tdE,nt!3

,Jrr:

tD

bf:~ used as rnanipulativ(e'::;

by the classroom teacher.

1·JhE'flE!Vf?.1~

po<,,siblE?

GRADING
f(indergarten Grading is done on mastery of each
objective.

Students will be checked in each area and must

master each skill with 90% accuracy before they can
continue.

Grades 1-3 Students are gr~ded 0-outstanding,
S-satisfactory, and N-needs improvement.

Students are

expected to master each skill with at least Sor 75X
accuracy.
Grades 4-6 Students are graded A-Fon all assignments
and tests.

Teachers may use their own judgement on how much

tests and assignments are weighted.

Students who have an

average score below 71% may be assigned tutor help and ma y
be placed on academic probation depending on grades in other
subjects.
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